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treatments for cellulite is the difficulty with their application. Topical products in the market today that attempt to
treat cellulite are either extremely difficult to use, such as a pad that must be left on for lengthy periods of time, or

they contain an oil which can cause skin irritation or even be absorbed into the body. Cellulite is a common condition
caused by deposition of fat, specifically subcutaneous fat, under the skin, producing an abnormality in the connective

tissue under the skin. The layers of skin form compartments, and when the compartment under the skin becomes
extremely large, fat accumulates to fill in the space, producing an area of localized dimpling and thickened skin. This

is known as cellulite. Cellulite affects up to 70% of women, especially in their 30's, and 30% of men. However,
people of all ages and races can have cellulite. There are three main types of cellulite: 1. Dimpled skin on the skin, as
if there is a depression. 2. Thicker skin, also on the skin, as if there is a thickening of the dermis, between the dermis

and the epidermis. 3. In fat that is buried under the skin. The causes of cellulite have not been fully determined.
However, dimples have been shown to be the result of pockets of increased blood flow around that tissue. When one

suffers from cellulite, then the cell walls of the skin become thickened, where the fat cells are interspersed in the
collagen fibers. When a person sits, the pockets of skin will become pressed against each other, which will then stop
blood flow to that area and cause the dimpling. There is a need for a topical treatment for cellulite which is easy to

use, which is effective, which is not associated with skin irritation or absorption into the body. Atkins (see US Patent
Publication 2008/0158169A1) describes a cellulite treatment composition including mometasone furoate. However,

the disclosed embodiments of the composition 3e33713323
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